Mobile and in control even with a full load.

The developers at Terex Fuchs have devised a mobile material handler that has been ideally tailored to the customer’s specific requirements. While the superstructure corresponds to the MHL331 series, the machine is equipped with an undercarriage from the MHL434 class. This combination enables even the most heavy loads to be moved quickly and safely.

**Customer’s conclusion**

“We are totally sold on the performance of our MHL334 D. When handling timber, enormous loads need to be moved quickly and safely. The sophisticated construction of the MHL334 D – including joystick control, specially designed HD axles and extremely robust tires – meets these requirements perfectly. Even when the grab is fully loaded, we still achieve speeds of up to 20 km/h. The fact that the machine is quiet even when delivering a high output is also very important to us.”
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